We present conditions under which verb phrases are elided based on a corpus of positive and negative examples. Factor that affect verb phrase ellipsis include: the distance between antecedent and ellipsis site, the syntactic relation between antecedent and ellipsis site, and the presence or absence of adjuncts. Building on these results, we examine where in the generation architecture a trainable algorithm for VP ellipsis should be located. We show that the best performance is achieved when the trainable module is located after the realizer and has access to surfaceoriented features (error rate of 7.5%).
Introduction
While there is a vast theoretical and computational literature on the interpretation of elliptical forms, there has been little study of the generation of ellipsis. 1 In this paper, we focus on Verb Phase Ellipsis (VPE), in which a verb phrase is elided, with an auxiliary verb left in its place. Here is an example:
(1) In 1980, 18% of federal prosecutions concluded at trial; in 1987, only 9% did.
Here, the verb phase concluded at trial is omitted, and the auxiliary did appears in its place. The basic condition on VPE is clear from the literature: 2 there must be an antecedent VP that is identical in meaning to the elided VP. Furthermore, it seems clear that the antecedent must be sufficiently close to the ellipsis site (in a sense to be made precise).
This basic condition provides a beginning of an account of the generation of VPE. However, there is more to be said, as is shown by the following examples:
(2) Ernst & Young said Eastern's plan would miss projections by $100 million. Goldman said Eastern would miss the same mark by at least $120 million.
In this example, the italicized VP could be elided, since it has a nearby antecedent (in bold) with the same meaning. Indeed the antecedents in this example is closer than in the following example in which ellipsis does occur: (3) In particular Mr Coxon says businesses are paying out a smaller percentage of their profits and cash flow in the form of dividends than they have VPE historically.
In this paper, we identify factors which govern the decision to elide VPs. We examine a corpus of positive and negative examples; i.e., examples in which VPs were or were not elided. We find that, indeed, the distance between ellipsis site and antecedent is correlated with the decision to elide, as are the syntactic relation between antecedent and ellipsis site, and the presence or absence of adjuncts. Building on these results, we use machine learning techniques to examine where in the generation architecture a trainable algorithm for VP ellipsis should be located. We show that the best performance (error rate of 7.5%) is achieved when the trainable module is located after the realizer and has access to surface-oriented features.
In what follows, we first describe our corpus of negative and positive examples. Next, we describe the factors we coded for. Then we give the results of the statistical analysis of those factors, and finally we describe several algorithms for the generation of VPE which we automatically acquired from the corpus.
The Corpus
All our examples are taken from the Wall Street Journal corpus of the Penn Treebank (PTB). We collected both negative and positive examples from Sections 5 and 6 of the PTB. The negative examples were collected using a mixture of manual and automatic techniques. First, candidate examples were identified automatically if there were two occurrences of the same verb, separated by fewer than 10 intervening verbs. Then, the collected examples were manually examined to determine whether the two verb phrases had identical meanings or not. 3 If not, the examples were eliminated. This yielded 111 negative examples.
The positive examples were taken from the corpus collected in previous work (Hardt, 1997) . This is a corpus of several hundred examples of VPE from the Treebank, based on their syntactic analysis. VPE is not annotated uniformly in the PTB. We found several different bracketing patterns and searched for these patterns, but one cannot be certain that no other bracketing patterns were used in the PTB. This yielded 15 positive examples in Sections 5 and 6. The negative and positive examples from Sections 5 and 6 -126 in total -form our basic corpus, which we will refer to as SECTIONS5+6.
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Subcategorization frame for each verb.
Standard distinctions between intransitive and transitive verbs with special categories for other subcategorization frames (total of six possible values). These two features can be annotated highly reliably (¡
! 9
).
We now turn to semantic and discourse features.
Adjuncts (adj): that the arguments have the same meaning is a precondition for VPE, and it is also a precondition for us to include a negative example in the corpus. Therefore, semantic similarity of arguments need not be coded. However, we do need to code for the semantic similarity of adjuncts, as they may differ in the case of VPE: in (3) above, the second (elided) VP has the additional adverb historically. We distinguish the following cases: adjuncts being identical in meaning, similar in meaning (of the same semantic category, such as temporal adjuncts), only the antecedent or candidate VP having an adjunct, the adjuncts being different, there being no adjuncts at all. This information can be annotated reliably at a satisfactory level (¡
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In-Quotes (qut): Is the antecedent and/or the candidate within a quoted passage, and if yes, is it semantically the same quote. This information can be annotated highly reliably (¡
F E
Discourse Structure (dst): Are the discourse segments containing the antecedent and candidate directly related in the discourse structure? Possible values are Y and N. Here, "directly related" means that the two VPs are in the same segment, the segments are directly related to each other, or the segments are both directly related to the same third discourse segment. For this feature, inter-annotator agreement could not be achieved to a satisfactory degree (¡
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), but the feature was not identified as useful during machine learning anyway. In future research, we hope to use independently coded discourse structure in order to investigate its interaction with ellipsis decisions.
Polarity (pol): Does the antecedent or candidate sentence contain the negation marker not or one of its contractions. This information can be annotated highly reliably (¡
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Analysis of Data
In this section, we analyze the data to find which factors correlate with the presence of absence of VPE. We use the ANOVA test (or a linear model in the case of continuous-valued independent variables) and report the probability of the P value. We follow general practice in assuming that a value of Q 4 R S T G means that there is significant correlation.
We present results for both of our corpora: the SECTIONS5+6 corpus consisting only of examples from Sections 5 and 6 of the Penn Tree Bank, and the BALANCED corpus, containing a balanced number of negative and positive examples. Recall that BALANCED is derived from SEC-TIONS5+6 by adding positive examples, but no negative examples. Therefore, when summarizing the data, we report three figures: for the negative cases (No VPE), all from SECTIONS5+6; for the positive cases in SECTIONS5+6 (SEC VPE); and for the positive cases in BALANCED (BAL VPE).
Numerical Features
The two distance measures (based on words and based on sentences) both are significantly correlated with the presence of VPE while the length of the antecedent VP is not. The results are summarized in Figure 1. 
Morphological Features
For the two auxiliaries features, we do not get significant correlation for the auxiliaries on the antecedent VP, with either corpus. The situation does not change if we distinguish only two classes, namely the presence or absence of auxiliaries
Syntactic Features
When VPE occurs, the voice of the two VPs is the same, an effect that is significant only in BAL-
), presumably because of the small number of data points. The counts are shown in Figure 2 .
The syntactic structure also correlates with VPE, with the different forms of subordination favoring VPE, and the absence of a direct relation disfavoring VPE (Q
W R S E
for both SEC-TIONS5+6 and BALANCED). The frequency distributions are shown in Figure 2 .
Features related to argument structure are not significantly correlated with VPE. However, whether the two argument structures are identical is a factor approaching significance: in the two cases where they differ, no VPE happens (Q
S T G E
). More data may make this result more robust.
Semantic and Discourse Features
If the adjuncts of the antecedent and candidate VPs (matched pairwise) are the same, then VPE is more likely to happen. If only one VP or the other has adjuncts, or if the VPs have different adjuncts, VPE is unlikely to happen. The correlation is significant for both corpora (Q
W R S E
). The distribution is shown in Figure 2 .
Feature In-Quotes correlates significantly with VPE in both corpora (Q Ẍ S Y A
for SEC and Q S T for BAL). We see that VPE does not often occur across quotes, and that it occurs unusually frequently within quotes, suggesting that it is more common in spoken language than in written language (or, at any rate, in the WSJ).
The binary discourse structure feature correlates significantly with VPE (Q & S T 9 ! for SEC-TIONS5+6 and Q a R S E for BAL), with presence of a close relation correlating with VPE. Since inter-annotator agreement was not achieved at a satisfactory level, the value of this feature remains to be confirmed.
Algorithms for VPE
The previous section has presented a corpusbased static analysis of factors affecting VPE. In this section, we take a computational approach. We would like to use a trainable module that learns rules to decide whether or not to perform VPE. Trainable components have the advantage of easily being ported to new domains. For this reason we use the machine learning system Ripper (Cohen, 1996) . However, before we can use Ripper, we must discuss the issue of how our new trainable VPE module fits into the architecture of generation.
VPE in the Generation Architecture
Tasks in the generation process have been divided into three stages (Rambow and Korelsky, 1992) : the text planner has access only to information about communicative goals, the discourse context, and semantics, and generates a non-linguistic representation of text structure and content. The sentence planner chooses abstract linguistic resources (meaning-bearing lexemes, syntactic constructions) and determines sentence boundaries. It passes an abstract lexico-syntactic specification 5 to the Realizer, which inflects, adds function words, and linearizes, thus producing the surface string. The question arises where in this architecture the decision about VPE should be made. We will investigate this question in this section by distinguishing three places for making the VPE decision: in or just after the text planner; in or just after the sentence planner; and in or just after the realizer (i..e, at the end of the whole generation process if there are no modules after realization, such as prosody). We will refer to these three architecture options as TP, SP, and Real.
From the point of view of this study, the three options are distinguished by the subset of the fea- Figure 3 .
Using a Machine Learning Algorithm
We use Ripper to automatically learn rule sets from the data. Ripper is a rule learning program, which unlike some other machine learning programs supports bag-valued features. 6 Using a set of attributes, Ripper greedily learns rule sets that choose one of several classes for each data set. We use two classes, vpe and novpe. By using different parameter settings for Ripper, we obtain different rule sets. These parameter settings are of two types: first, parameters internal to Ripper, such as the number of optimization passes; and second, the specification of which attributes are used. To determine the optimal number of optimization passes, we randomly divided our SEC-TIONS5+6 corpus into a training and test part, with the test corpus representing 20% of the data. We then ran Ripper with different settings for the optimization pass parameter. We determined that best results are obtained with six passes. We then used this setting in all subsequent work with Ripper. The test/training partition used to determine this setting was not used for any other purpose. In the next subsection (Section 5.3), we present and discuss several rule sets, as they bring out different properties of ellipsis. We discuss rule sets trained on and evaluated against the entire set of data from SECTIONS5+6: since our data set is relatively small, we decided not to divide it into distinct training and test sets (except for determining the internal parameter; see above). The fact that these rule sets are obtained by a machine learning algorithm is in some sense incidental here, and while we give the coverage figures for the training corpus, we consider them of mainly qualitative interest. We present three rule sets, one each for each of three architecture options, each one with its own set of attributes. We start out with a full set of attributes, and suc-cessively eliminate the more surface-oriented and syntactic ones. As we will see, the earlier the VPE decision is made, the less reliable it is.
In the subsection after next (Section 5.4), we present results using ten-fold cross-validation, for which the quantitative results are meaningful. However, since each run produces ten different rule sets, the qualitative results, in some sense, are not meaningful. We therefore do not give any rule sets; the cross-validation demonstrates that effective rule sets can be learned even from relatively small data sets.
Algorithms for VP Ellipsis Generation
We will present three different rule sets for the three architecture options. All rule sets must be used in conjunction with a basic screening algorithm, which is the same one that we used in order to identify negative examples: there must be two identical verbs with at most ten intervening verbs, and the arguments of the verbs must have the same meaning. Then the following rule sets can be applied to determine whether a VPE should be generated or not.
We start out with the Real set of features, which is available after realization has completed, and thus all surface-oriented and morphological features are available. Of course, we also assume that all other features are still available at that time, not just the surface features. We obtain the following rule set:
Choose VPE if sed<=0 and syn=com (6/0). Choose VPE if vpd<=14, sed<=0, and anl>=3 (7/1). Otherwise default to no VPE (110/2).
Each rule (except the first) only applies if the preceding ones do not. The first rule says that if the distance in sentences between the antecedent VP and candidate VP (sed) is less than or equal to 0, i.e., the candidate and the antecedent are in the same sentence, and the syntactic construction is a comparative, then choose VPE. This rule accounts for 6 cases correctly and misclassified none. The second rule says that if the distance in words between antecedent VP and candidate VP is less than or equal to 14, and the VPs are in the same sentence, and the antecedent VP contains 3 or more words, then the candidate VP is elided. This rule accounts for 7 cases correctly but misclassified one. Finally, all other cases are Consider example (4). The first rule does not apply (this is not a comparative), but the second does, since both VPs are in the same sentence, and the antecedent has three words, and the distance between them is fewer than 14 words. Thus (4) would be generated as a VPE. The first rule does apply to example (6), so it would also be generated as a VPE. Example (5), however, is not caught by either of the first two rules, so it would not yield a VPE. We thus replicate the data in the corpus for these three examples.
We now turn to SP. We assume that we are making the VPE decision before realization, and therefore have access only to syntactic and semantic features, but not to surface features. As a result, distance in words is no longer available as a feature.
Choose VPE if sed<=0 and anl>=3 (10/3). Choose VPE if sed<=0 and adj=sam (3/0). Otherwise default to no VPE (108/2).
Here, we first choose VPE if the antecedent and candidate are in the same sentence and the antecedent VP length is greater than three, or if the two VPs are in the same sentence and they have the same adjuncts. In all other cases, we choose not to elide. The training error rate goes up to 3.97%.
With this rule set, we can correctly predict a VPE for examples (4) and (6), using the first rule. We do not generate a VPE for (5), since it does not match either of the two first rules.
Finally, we consider architecture option TP, in which the VPE decision is made right after text planning, and only semantic and discourse features are available. The rule set is simplified:
Choose VPE if adj=sam (6/3). Otherwise default to no VPE (108/9).
VPE is only chosen if the adjuncts are the same; in all other cases, VPE is avoided. The training error rate climbs to 9.52%.
For our examples, only example (4) generates a VPE since the adjuncts are the same on the two VPS 7 (6) fails to meet the requirements of the first rule since the second VP has an adjunct of its own, historically.
Quantitative Analysis
In the previous subsection we presented different rule sets. We now show that rule sets can be derived in a consistent manner and tested on a heldout test set with satisfactory results. We take these results to be indicative of performance on unseen data (which is in the WSJ domain and genre, of course). We use ten-fold cross-validation for this purpose, with the same three sets of possible attributes used above.
The results for the three attribute sets are shown in Figure 4 ( 
Conclusion
We have found that the decision to elide VPs is statistically correlated with several factors, including distance between antecedent and candidate VPs by word or sentence, and the presence or absence of syntactic and discourse relations. These findings provide a strong foundation on which to build algorithms for the generation of VPE. We have explored several possible algorithms with the help of a machine learning system, and we have found that these automatically derived algorithms perform well on crossvalidation tests. We have also seen that the decision whether or not to elide can be better made later in the generation process: the more features are available, the better. It is perhaps not surprising that the decision cannot be made very well just after after text planning: it is well known that VPE is subject to syntactic constraints, and the relevant information is not yet available. It is perhaps more surprising that the surface-oriented features appear to contribute to the quality of the decision, pushing the decision past the realization phase. One possible explanation is that there are in fact other features, which we have not yet identified, and for which the surface-oriented features are standins. If this is the case, further work will allow us to define algorithms so that the decision on VPE can be made after sentence planning. However, it is also possible that decisions about VPE (and related pronominal constraints) cannot be made before the text is linearized, presumably because of the processing limitations of the hearer/reader (and of the speaker/writer). Walker (1996) has argued in favor of the importance of limited attention in processing discourse phenomena, and the surface-oriented features can be argued to model such cognitive constraints.
